
Dear Sietar India members and supporters,

We are delighted to share our last newsletter for 2022. 

This edition features once again three fresh new voices in our new

format that was launched at the start of this year. It has been a delight

for us to reach out to the contributors of our articles and have them

generously share their insights. We look forward to your feedback.

Should you feel inspired to contribute an article to our newsletter, please

reach out to us at sietarindia@gmail.com 

As we look back over the year, there is a dominant sense of gratitude for

the presenters/panelists of our 4 webinars this year as well as for the

very positive feedback that we received for each of these virtual events

from participants. We have included a link to our last webinar for this

year in this newsletter for those of you who missed it. 

Our website is currently inaccessible as we our revamping it. We look

forward to relaunching it early next year. Till then, we wish you all a

joyous festive season ahead filled with joy, fun and health.

For the Sietar India Board,

Sunita Nichani
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For this edition, Mala Malkani and Ishita

Ray reached out to Balaraman Jayaraman,

Co-Founder and CEO of Congruent

Solutions, a pioneer in technology solutions

for pension providers in the US. An alumni

of Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta,

he is also visiting faculty at IIT Madras and

an avid sportsman.

An   interculturalist
by any other name

ralist     
ame
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Sietar India:  When and how did you become

aware that navigating cultural differences is a

critical part of your work?

Balaraman Jayaraman: Generally, as a

professional, one gets a sense of this fairly early

into one’s working life, of course, if one’s antenna

is up for such parameters. I was in the sales

function from day one, and as someone who went

out to meet senior executives, it was fascinating to

see the differences in people’s behavioural aspects

depending on their cultural background (as well as

their individuality, of course). The criticality of this

parameter drove home further once I started

traveling overseas as part of my work – to the US,

Singapore, Australia, the Middle East, UK and

continental Europe. One key learning was while one

needs to be authentic and not artificial, one has to

adapt to the listener / audience and modify one’s

communication style to suit the context.

Sietar India: Being in the Retirement Plan

Provider industry, you cater to a specific target

audience. Do you observe cultural differences in

this cross section of the population? If so, what

role do these cultural differences play? In what

ways does your business be sensitive to/ cater to/

address these differences ?

Balaram Jayaraman: As a provider of a suite of

technology solutions to the Retirement Plan

Provider industry, we are in a B2B2C market-

People who work for you and do business with

you will continue to deal with you ONLY if the

relationship is based on Trust. And Trust cannot

be a default expectation in a relationship but is

earned over a period of time. So, being

empathetic to the other person’s background and

culture and being authentic and sensitive to that

is a key element of building Trust.

While digital technologies are replacing in-person

meetings more and more, they just cannot build

the level of comfort in relationships that get built

in personal interactions. So, make time for in-

person meetings.

Body language is a key component of building

trust. So, even in virtual meetings, keeping the

camera ON and letting the other person see you

and get the comfort that you are ‘in’ the

interaction is an absolute must, in my books.

place . We need to cater to a wide variety of users –

small businesses, medium sized regional players as

well as multinational large enterprises, as well as

people from different linguistic and cultural

backgrounds. So, both the UI/UX and the content we

serve up to the users need to be tailored to the

different behavioural fabrics of users. That is just at

a product level. But an equally important area that the

cultural differences play a role is in the functions of

sales as well as customer support. We have to be

cognizant of the profile of the person we are dealing

with in terms of cultural and other aspects like socio

economic profile, and the way we approach or deal

with them will have to be ‘tailored’ to suit that person.

For example, a sales pitch style that works in the US

– straight shooting, with humour thrown in for good

measure – is unlikely to work well in certain other

cultural settings, like Asia.

Sietar India: What are the top tips you would give

to anyone working across cultures in today’s age of

digital transformation and disruptive technologies?

Balaraman Jayaraman: 

1.

2.

3.

This column features an interview with a
professional who is not a professional
interculturalist and yet navigates cultural
differences as an essential part of their
work. 



Dr Mohar Daschauduri from the

University of Kolkata has worked on the

re-writing of myth in the works of

Bengali and Francophone women writers.

She is presently working on the fantastic

and the uncanny in immigrant women’s

writing from Asia. In this article for

Sietar India she shares her take on what

translates well from Korean culture to

Indian culture and why K pop and K

dramas have made a special place for

themselves in Indian homes.

A decade or two ago most parents in India would not

have imagined their teenagers listening to K-Pop or

being glued to K-dramas. Today’s adolescent India has

access to real time music albums by K-Pop groups

such as BTS, Blackpink or Enhypen. Not only the

teenagers, even young and middle-aged adults in their

40’s follow Korean entertainment series such as

Crash Landing on You, It’s Okay Not to be Okay or

Secretary Kim. Movies such as Parasite or a drama

series such Vincenzo and Squid Game took the world

by surprise with their portrayal of a familiar yet

gripping tale where the character appear so close to us

and the plot takes riveting turns. Recently launched

Big-Mouth starring Lee Jung-Seok has received high

viewer-ratings immediately after its launch on the

29th of July. These movies and dramas have made a

wide impact and Korean beauty products and Korean

cuisine have gained popularity at a global level and

not just in metropolitan India but even in the

suburbia. What are the common elements in Korean

and Indian culture which attract Indian viewers

towards this genre competing with Bollywood hits?

BTS idol Jung-Kook believes that South Korean

culture is very beautiful and attractive which Korean

Pop stars want to share with the world. Respect for

the elderly, concern for their welfare, family 
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gatherings and securing parental consent before marriage

are common features in Korean drama. As family plays an

important role in contributing to the success and growth of

the younger generation in India as well as in Korea where

parents often have the last word on choice of marriage

partners or career choice, play a crucial role in the rising

popularity of K-dramas among Indian viewers. 

The class divide between the rich and the poor which result

in nepotism at work and favouritism at school or college or

may become a hindrance in love relationships between a

wealthy boy and a poor girl is another underlying theme in

the two cultures. Korean drama Boys over Flowers where a

rich spoilt boy falls in love with a girl whose parents run a

laundry became very popular in India. Record of Youth

starring Park-Bo-Gum portrays the struggle of a middle

class boy who aspires to become an actor whereas his

friend, a less talented youngster from a rich family whose

mother is entirely devoted to the advancement of his

career, becomes successful without much effort.

Contemporary subjects, a close study of youth psychology,

realistic portrayal of life resonate with the middle class

Indian public.

Women in Korea as in India are expected to marry early,

raise children and look after the welfare of the family.

However, contrary to a few Indian dramas where the

women are shown to celebrate religious festivals and the

plot revolves around the joint-family system, recent Korean

drama portray divorced or single women getting remarried,

choosing singlehood or finding happiness in

unconventional relationships as in Remarriage and

Desires, Melancholia or Romance is a Bonus Book. 

The compact 12-16 episode of K-dramas which are aired

twice a week make for a relaxing watch. Their usual happy

ending, sweet portrayal of human relationships, compact

storyline leave the spectator happy and fulfilled. The

portrayal of pure love without sexual advances not only

make them suitable for watching with the whole family but

touch the viewers with the nostalgic and emotional bonds

which were often seen in old Hindi series such as Humdard

or Bunyaad. Finally, the variety these dramas offer, from

romantic themes combined with fantasy such as in W,

Angel’s Last Mission-Love, The King etc. portraying sleek

handsome heroes and pretty simple heroines such as Lee

Yeon-seo or Lee Min Ho (icons who now represent

international brands) or historic fiction such as The King’s

Affection or Love in the Moonlight, fantastic thrillers such

as Squid-Game, Sisyphus, or web-comic based action

dramas such as Kingdom, adolescent school-life drama

such as Twenty-Five Twenty-One or Weightlifting Fairy

Kim Bok-Joo have immensely popularised K-dramas

cutting across language and culture barriers.

This column looks at how ideas, words
and concepts can be viewed across

different languages and cultures.

(or found)



Trainer Toolkit
 Diversity in expression

An interculturalist, Pratha Shetty describes herself as a catalyst in making intercultural interactions easier. She is

the host of a show called Intercultural conversations and also the author of the children’s book When I Grow up, an

activity book that helps her young audience learn about inspiring women from different cultures.

This column shares an intercultural
practitioner’s insights from the field.

Before you start reading this article, pause for a few

seconds. Take a deep breath in, and hold it for five

seconds. After you breathe out, ask yourself, how am I

feeling?

Note the words that come to your mind. How we articulate

our feelings is a product of our experiences and

environment. We will explore this further in the article.

From an evolutionary perspective, the emotional region of

the human brain (limbic system) developed before the

rational area of the brain (neo-cortex). Emotions are hard-

wired in our brains, but, according to the social

constructivist theory, the expression of these emotions

varies based on culture. 

Paul Ekman (pioneer of emotions and related facial

expressions) established that humans experience six basic

emotions: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and

disgust. 

In the 1970's Paul conducted an experiment where he asked

individuals from different cultures to exhibit facial

expressions corresponding to different emotions. Paul and

his colleagues observed that almost all cultures have a

universally similar understanding of emotions and facial

expressions. However, there were some variations. For

example, 95% of U.S. participants associated a smile with

“happiness,” but only 69% of Sumatran participants did.

The study concluded this variation as demonstrating

cultural differences in “display rules,” or rules about what

emotions are appropriate to show in a given situation

(Ekman, 1972). 

My first experience with differences in expressing

emotions was during an intercultural class I was

conducting with a group of students at a management

school in France. I grouped students into teams of 4. Each

team had a pair of French students and a pair of non-

European students. 

The task was to debate an unfair company policy. One

particular group that had students from France and China

had an interesting dynamic. The French students expressed

their anger/disagreement in a higher pitch than usual and

with gesticulations. The Chinese students were more

passive and unresponsive while expressing their anger, as

is the case in many high-context and collective cultures.

The biggest takeaway from this session for me and

thestudents was to understand that the way discontent was

expressed varied across cultures. France, which is a

relatively lower context culture than Asian countries and is

much more direct in their communication, conveyed 

It is essential to create a safe space by moderating

discussions and ensuring everyone gets a chance to

speak.

I like to begin smaller group sessions with the question,

"How are you feeling?" This brings everyone on an

empathetic wavelength and gives a chance for

everyone to connect at a human level.

It is also important for the trainer to keep their own

biases in check. We don't want to assume what a

person may be feeling without them expressing it.

their emotions more directly through words and facial

expressions compared to the Chinese students who

communicated their emotions (especially anger) through

silence.

Apart from the six basic emotions, there are other complex

emotions.

Complex emotions are made up of two or more basic

emotions. For example, fear, anger, and disgust make up

the emotion of hate.

I got an interesting perspective about complex emotions

from fellow interculturalist Andrej Juriga on my show

Intercultural Conversations. The feeling of humility can

mean different things in different cultures. For example, in

certain Asian cultures, humility may mean submission but,

in European cultures humility may mean not showing off

or being modest. 

The other side to humility is pride. In India the feeling of

pride can be associated with a larger group or idea like

pride in the nation, family name, ideology etc. But, pride in

yourself or at a personal level is not always welcomed.

Another beautiful example he mentions is the feeling of

self-love. In many collectivist cultures like India, when

individuals express self-love, it could be considered egoistic

compared to other individualistic cultures where self-

compassion can be seen as a sign of healthy self-esteem.

Since emotions can be a driving force in many group

interactions, I suggest the following ways in which

emotions can be managed in Intercultural Sessions:

1.

2.

3.

If there was no diversity in expression, I believe

interculturalists and behavioural psychologists would be

out of jobs! Also, the world would be a less exciting place.

Now, going back to the question. How are you feeling?

After reading through some of the research findings and

examples do you think you can articulate your feelings

better? 



Intercultural perspectives 

Gen Z Answers
What is one thing you think exists today, 

that won’t exist 10-15 years from now? 

 

This section of our newsletter features the
voices of Gen Z on a particular question. 

Maybe, Portable

memory drives.

 

constant physical

interaction with other

human beings
 

Questioning

mental health

Tv remotes may be

 

Cinema theatres,

probably

Paper / money clips

Disappearing every day

are languages, animals,

plants, icebergs...

mobile

phones

 



SOCIETY FOR INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION, TRAINING & RESEARCH

The Society for Intercultural Education Training and Research (SIETAR) - India is a non-profit

association of educators, researchers and trainers from a wide range of practical and academic

disciplines who share a common concern for intercultural relations. SIETAR-India provides an

opportunity to learn from and share with colleagues in the intercultural arena and advance the

body of knowledge and practice in the field.

 Established in 1974, SIETAR has over 3500 members world-wide with affiliates in many countries.

SIETAR holds Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) status with the United Nations and the

Council of Europe. SIETAR - India is part of the global network of SIETAR organizations.

Contact Us
Email: sietarindia@gmail.com

Website: www.sietar-india.org

For more information or to submit a guest article please send us an email.

Sunita Nichani 

President

Mala  Malkani 

Secretary

Lakshmi Kumar 

Founder Board Member

Divya Vikas Amarnath

Board Member

Dolon Gupta

Board Member

Ishita Ray

Board Member

OUR TEAM

SIETAR EVENTS 

WEBINAR WORKSHOP ON VISUAL STORYTELLING 

BY ASHLEY VINIL OF STORYPRESO

Date: November 04, 2022

Link: https://youtu.be/YShRanIc3mo

Newsletter designed by Juveriya, Intern at SIETAR India
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